LESSON 106
Review the material from the previous lessons using the soundletter deck, the high-frequency word deck, and the whiteboards.
Make the sound with your student:
a (which makes the “uh” sound in “panda” and “away”)
Explain that a as a first or final open syllable makes the “uh”
sound.
Words to read and write:
approach astray agreed around about ago apartment
adores Florida Atlanta awake
Introduce the new high-frequency words you have written onto
flashcards. Have the student write the high-frequency words three
times while pronouncing the words:
sugar, dessert1
Have the student read:
In the middle of the night, Dr. Rona was awakened by a
phone call. It was her turn to be on call at the clinic.
Bill often walks along the seashore hoping to spy a walrus.
Dr. Rona admits that she loves desserts, but she reminds us
to watch the total sugar we consume and to cut down on
sugar when we can.
1

sugar: su makes the “shu” sound is irregular in these lessons but occurs in other words like “sure” and
“insurance”); gar is pronounced “gir” and is decodable (like “collar” and “dollar”)
dessert: “dessert” is spelled with an extra s (to distinguish it from the verb “desert” meaning abandon); de is
unaccented and pronounced with the schwa sound “duh”; ssert is pronounced “zert”

Have the student write from your dictation:
Coca-Cola is Wanda’s favorite soda drink by far.
Wanda will skip dessert to have Coke with dinner.
Amanda plays the tuba and has to buy an extra seat for it on the
train.
Bringing her tuba to Florida was too expensive this time.
Choose any of the stories in Group 9 (Soft “c” and “g” Stories),
Group 8 (“Y” as a Vowel Stories), Group 7 (Consonant-le
Stories), or Group 6 (Snow, Cow, Cloud Stories) for a “triple
read.”

approach astray agreed around about ago apartment
adores Florida Atlanta awake
sugar
dessert

In the middle of the night, Dr. Rona was awakened by a
phone call. It was her turn to be on call at the clinic.

Bill often walks along the seashore hoping to spy a walrus.

Dr. Rona admits that she loves desserts, but she reminds
us to watch the total sugar we consume and to cut down
on sugar when we can.

